PRESS RELEASE

New Belkasoft Forensic Tools Available Exclusively through EnCase® App Central

Belkasoft®, a developer of forensic analysis tools, announced today that it has published its entire Evidence Center product line on Guidance Software, Inc.’s EnCase® App Central, an online community and marketplace for digital investigators. Belkasoft’s products are designed to meet the increasing demands of digital investigators who need specialized artifacts while maintaining efficient workflows within the EnCase® digital investigation platform. Two of the four editions, Chat Analyzer and Chat & Social Analyzer, are available exclusively through EnCase App Central.

Belkasoft® Evidence Center’s powerful analysis exposes hundreds of artifacts, while seamless automation between Evidence Center and EnCase® Forensic reduces investigator time and effort. Available now on EnCase App Central, Evidence Center features extensive search and data carving capabilities which, coupled with EnCase Forensic, give investigators visibility into a diverse set of artifacts resident on disks and in live RAM. Evidence Center exposes instant messenger logs, internet browser histories, mailboxes of popular email clients, social media remnants, peer-to-peer data, multi-player game chats, Microsoft® Office documents, pictures, videos, encrypted files and mobile backups.

Guidance Software is a leading provider of digital investigations software and hardware. The company’s EnCase Forensic is used extensively by government, corporate and law-enforcement authorities worldwide for digital forensic investigations. EnCase App Central provides access to fully tested and verified apps—both free and paid, information on forensics best practices, and community support. The apps are built using the EnCase® EnScript programming language, and each app is vetted and tested by the technical team at Guidance Software before it is made available at EnCase App Central.

"Belkasoft is excited to be one of the first EnCase App Central solutions," said Yuri Gubanov, Belkasoft founder and CEO. "We decided to tailor our tools specifically for EnCase Forensic users. The two new editions of Belkasoft Evidence Center offered via EnCase App Central are unique for our product range, and designed specifically to meet the needs of EnCase customers."

"For 15 years, EnCase has been enabling forensic investigators to conduct thorough and rapid digital investigations by offering an open but powerful platform that can be customized to automate specific, repeatable tasks," said Alex Andrianopoulos, vice president of Marketing for Guidance Software. "Belkasoft Evidence Center on EnCase App Central is a testament to how the EnCase open architecture and EnCase App Central both make very powerful and innovative
solutions from partner developers possible and readily available to EnCase end customers. EnCase App Central empowers ecosystem developers like Belkasoft with a monetization avenue through access to the thousands of EnCase customers."

Belkasoft Evidence Center is available on EnCase App Central in four versions:

– Chat Analyzer ($199)
– Chat and Social Analyzer ($499)
– Professional ($799)
– Ultimate ($1,099)

Information on Belkasoft Evidence Center, as well as the free demo download, is available at http://belkasoft.com/

For more information on EnCase App Central and the EnCase App Central Developer Network, please visit: http://www.encase.com/appcentral

About Belkasoft

Founded in 2002, Belkasoft is a computer forensics software vendor. Belkasoft products back the company's "Forensics made easier" slogan, offering IT security experts and forensic investigators solutions that work right out of the box, without requiring a steep learning curve or any specific skills to operate. For more information about the company and its products, visit http://belkasoft.com

Belkasoft and Belkasoft Evidence Center are registered trademarks of Belkasoft.

About Guidance Software, Inc.

Guidance Software is recognized worldwide as the industry leader in digital investigative solutions. Its EnCase® Enterprise platform is used by numerous government agencies, more than 65 percent of the Fortune 100, and more than 40 percent of the Fortune 500, to conduct digital investigations of servers, laptops, desktops and mobile devices. Built on the EnCase Enterprise platform are market-leading electronic discovery and cyber security solutions, EnCase eDiscovery, EnCase Cybersecurity, and EnCase Analytics. They empower organizations to respond to litigation discovery requests, perform sensitive data discovery for compliance purposes, conduct speedy and thorough security incident response, and reveal previously hidden advanced persistent threats or malicious insider activity. For more information about Guidance Software, visit www.encase.com.
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